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Meanwhile right up against the fortifications, all round their circumference, an extraordinary swarm of people had developed and more or less settled down — a membrane of population barely half a kilometre thick, but stretched out thirty-six kilometres long; a kind of ring-shaped city stuck on to the other city and living on its leavings. The military zone, upon which the building of houses was prohibited, tolerated hovels and huts. A horde of irregulars, of nomads, of broken men, of immigrants looking for jobs, had taken advantage of the fact to establish themselves there, to dig themselves into the clay, a filthy, furtive, still semi-floating population, but one which, little by little, saturated the ground with habits, traditions, rights. They were a new race of gypsies, apparently malleable as the lime on the carapace of the rampart, but in fact as tenacious as a disease, who would keep on resisting dislodgment even if the rampart itself gave way.
In short, among all the capitals of the world, the Paris of 1908 had no parallel in her situation and her structure. Hemmed in by her fortifications, she found herself also hampered by the litter in her military zone and blockaded by her suburbs. And these suburbs, far from being something simple, something with which you could deal, something spread out in circles, a series of concentric waves of population, formed the most confused jumble - layers of the older suburbs, unequal and broken up ; enormous urban nuclei ; tortuous old villages ; a countryside slashed to bits — all these obeying contradictory impulses, constantly getting in one another's way, and of such a nature that any attempt at expansion had to assume the character of strife and dislocation among them.
Yet it was in this Paris, already threatened with suffocation, that traffic was then attaining the highest speed which had ever been known. Human fluidity as a whole, collective agility., was reaching a momentary maximum. The same causes which had produced it were to compromise it in its development.

